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Error Stability Properties of
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Abstract. We present a unified framework for convergence analysis of
generalized subgradient-type algorithms in the presence of perturbations. A principal novel feature of our analysis is that perturbations
need not tend to zero in the limit. It is established that the iterates of
the algorithms are attracted, in a certain sense, to an e-stationary set
of the problem, where e depends on the magnitude of perturbations.
Characterization of the attraction sets is given in the general (nonsmooth
and nonconvex) case. The results are further strengthened for convex,
weakly sharp, and strongly convex problems. Our analysis extends and
unifies previously known results on convergence and stability properties
of gradient and subgradient methods, including their incremental, parallel, and heavy ball modifications.
Key Words. Error stability, perturbation analysis, gradient-type
methods, incremental algorithms, approximate solutions.

1. Introduction
We consider the general optimization problem

where X is a convex compact set in Rn. For the objective function, we
assume that f: (X+ rB) -> R is at least Lipschitz continuous and regular (in
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the sense of Clarke, Ref. 1) on X + rB for some re(0, +00], where IB is the
closed unit ball in Rn.
Let Xopt and Xs denote the optimal and stationary sets of problem (1)
respectively:

where df(x) is the set of all generalized gradients (in the sense of Clarke,
Ref. 1) of f ( • ) at x and Nx (x) is the normal cone to the set X at the point
xeX. We define the e-stationary set of problem (1) as follows:

where e: X - > R + is a nonnegative upper-semicontinuous function. Clearly,
X S = X S ( 0 ) . The e-optimal set of (1) is defined by

where again e : X - > R + some nonnegative upper-semicontinuous function.
Obviously, X o p t (0)=X o p t .
The primary objective of this paper is to lay down a theoretical framework for convergence analysis of the class of generalized subgradient-type
methods in the presence of bounded perturbations. Starting with a current
iterate xi, the generalized subgradient projection method computes the next
iterate x i + ] according to the following formula:

where S(xi) represents the perturbations (noise) at xi and Px [ • ] denotes the
orthogonal projection map onto X. In the case of convex f ( • ) , this method
is essentially equivalent to the e-subgradient algorithm, because the esubgradient contains, and is contained in, the image through df of appropriate balls around the given point. In the analysis of such methods, it is
typically assumed that the e-subgradients become asymptotically exact (Ref.
2). In this paper, we do not assume convexity and assume that the error
terms are merely bounded.
It is clear that, in the presence of bounded perturbations, the iterates
generated by the methods in consideration need not converge to the exact
stationary set of the problem. In this paper, we show that the iterates are
attracted, in a certain sense, to an e-stationary set introduced above (see
Theorem 3.1). We give a precise characterization of € ( • ) in terms of the
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asymptotic behavior of perturbations. Our analysis is based on the novel
technique presented in Ref. 3. This approach allows us to deal with essentially perturbed problems [i.e., problems with nonvanishing noise:
S(xi) -A0 as i -» oo ], as well as analyze algorithms that are inherently nonmonotone (e.g., the incremental methods described below). Analysis for
perturbed optimization algorithms in a different context (for differentiable
functions and different stepsize rules) can be found in Refs, 4-6.
The incremental algorithms (Ref. 7, Section 1.5.2) considered in this
paper are designed for minimizing an additive objective function,

in the case where K is large. These methods work by processing partial
objective functions fj( •, a0), j= 1 , . . . , K, one at a time and immediately
updating the variables. Starting with xi, the next iterate xi+1 is obtained by
the following procedure:

where g j e d f j ( z j - 1 , a),j= 1 , . . . , K , and Sj are corresponding error terms.
The functions fj: (X + rB) * A-> R depend on a parameter ae/4c9t that
may vary during the optimization process. We assume that the set A is
bounded and the functions fj( •, a) are Lipschitz continuous and regular on
an open neighborhood of X+ rB for every aeA. Problems of the form (2)
arise, for example, in least-norm minimization. Of particular importance
are machine learning (Ref. 8) and control (Ref. 9) applications, where the
computational significance of incremental algorithms is well documented.
Among some important applications that involve parameters in the objective
function, we note adaptive smoothing techniques (Ref. 10) and neural network training (Refs. 11, 12). It should be noted that the incremental algorithms are inherently nonmonotone (even in the smooth and noise-free case),
which makes standard Lyapunov-type convergence analysis techniques inapplicable. Thus, until recently, there has been no rigorous mathematical analysis for incremental algorithms. First deterministic convergence results for
noise-free smooth incremental gradient methods are given in Refs. 13-14;
the extended Kalman filter (an incremental least-square algorithm) is analyzed in Ref. 15. Other recent work on incremental gradient methods includes
Refs. 16-18. In this paper, we fill some of the remaining theoretical gaps,
specifically in the perturbation analysis of these methods (Theorems 3.1,3.2).
As a byproduct, we obtain also some new results for the basic generalized
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subgradient projection method in the presence of bounded perturbations
(see Theorem 4.1), thus improving on Refs. 19-21.
We now describe the notation and some concepts employed in the
paper. We define the optimality function r: X -* R+ by

It is clear that r ( . ) is an optimality function for problem (1) in the sense
that

From the definitions of Xs(e) and r(x), we immediately obtain the following
key relation:
Let F ( • , • ) : N x X -» M(Rm) be a point-to-set mapping (or a multifunction), where M ( C } denotes the set of all subsets of a set C and N
denotes the nonnegative integers. The upper topological limit of F (•, •) at
x e Rn is defined by

In particular, for a bounded sequence { x i } c X , It/_oo{Xi} is the set of all
accumulation points of {Xi}. We say that a sequence {Xi}converges into a
set C if It^oolxJcC.
Note that, under our assumptions, for all xeX we have

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the
generalized Lyapunov direct method for stability analysis. In Section 3, we
establish the convergence properties of the generalized subgradient projection method and its modifications in the presence of data perturbations.
Section 4 contains some new results for a number of special cases. These
include the case of asymptotically (relatively) small perturbations and convex, weakly sharp, and strongly convex problems.
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2. Generalized Lyapunov Direct Method
In this section, we outline the novel convergence analysis technique that
was first proposed in Ref. 3 (albeit in a slightly different form). This very
useful technique can be viewed as a generalization of the Lyapunov direct
method for convergence analysis of nonlinear iterative processes. The classical Lyapunov direct method is a powerful tool for stability analysis of
both continuous-time and discrete-time processes (Refs. 22-24). Roughly
speaking, this approach reduces the analysis of stability properties of a
process to the analysis of local improvement of this process with respect to
some scalar criterion V(-), usually called the Lyapunov function. In the
classical approach, V( •) decreases monotonically from one iterate of the
process to the next. Some typical choices for V( •) are the objective function
being minimized or the norm of some optimality measure (see Ref. 24). It
should be noted that, in certain situations, for example in the presence of
perturbations or in incremental methods, one cannot exhibit a function
which is guaranteed to decrease from one iteration of the algorithm to the
next. This makes classical analysis not applicable. The key difference of the
technique presented in this section is that the monotonicity requirement for
V( •) is relaxed. We thus refer to V( •) as a pseudo-Lyapunov function. This
generalization makes our approach applicable to a wider class of algorithms,
including incremental methods and methods with perturbations.
We now state the generalized Lyapunov direct method. Convergence
(attraction) properties of the process are expressed in terms of a pseudoLyapunov function V( •). For each specific algorithm, these properties allow
further interpretation depending on the choice of V( •) for this algorithm.
We consider the following general iterative process:

where

G( •, •): N x X' -» M(X'}, and X' is an open set in Rn. In applications, £i
usually corresponds to (random) noise. We further make a natural boundedness assumption on the mapping G( •, •), in particular,
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Thus, the upper topological limit of G ( • , •), denoted by

is bounded and upper semicontinuous on a neighborhood of any compact
set X<=X'.
We assume that there exists a compact set X<=.X' which contains all
the accumulation points of the iterates generated by (6)-(7), that is,

Let a pseudo-Lyapunov function V( •) be chosen (in applications, the choice
depends on the problem and on the algorithm employed to solve it). Let
V( •) be Lipschitz continuous and regular on a neighborhood of X. For the
pseudo-Lyapunov function V( •), the set X, and the map G0( •), we define
the following set which is crucial for our analysis:

where

Roughly speaking, the set A0 is comprised of all the points in X for which
—G 0 (x) does not contain feasible directions that are of descent for the
pseudo-Lyapunov function V( •).
The following result shows that the sequences generated by (6)-(7) and
satisfying (8) are, in a certain sense, attracted to the components of the set
A0. We first have to introduce the notion of V( • )-connected components of
A0 (recall that A0 is compact). We say that a set Cc Rn is V( • )-connected, if
the set

is a connected set in R. Let { A y } , jeT be the (unique) decomposition of
A0 into V( • )-connected components (see Ref. 25), that is
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The following theorem will play a central role in the subsequent analysis.
Theorem 2.1. See Ref. 3. For every sequence { x i } generated by the
process (6)-(7), and satisfying (8), there exists a yeT such that

Furthermore, every subsequence {x im } of {x i } satisfying

converges into AY. In addition, if the set V ( A 0 ) is nowhere dense in R,
then the whole sequence {x1} converges into a connected component of A0 •
We refer the reader to Ref. 3 for a detailed discussion.

3. Convergence Analysis
In this section, we consider a parallel generalized gradient-type projection method (GGPM) for solving the problem of minimizing an additive
parametric objective function (2). The type of parallelization proposed here
is primarily motivated by incremental gradient methods, particularly neural
network training (Ref. 13). Empirical evaluation of parallel neural network
training and numerical tests can be found in Ref. 26. We first consider the
most general case. Our results can then be specialized by removing parallelism and/or considering the standard (nonadditive) objective function.
We now describe our notation for stating and establishing convergence
properties of parallel GGPM in the presence of perturbations.
The index number i= 1 , 2 , . . . denotes major iterations of GGPM, each
of which consists of going through the entire set of functions
fi(x, a i ) , . . . , f K ( x , a i ). This is achieved in parallel by p processors with
processor / handling at the ith iteration the functions fj(x, a,),jeJi, where
{Jl}, l= 1, • • • , P , is a partition of { 1 , . . . , K}. Recall that aieA is the
(smoothing) parameter and limi-co ai=a 0 . For simplicity, we assume that
the sets {Jl} are ordered as follows:
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i.e.,

The index number j= 1 , . . . , Kl denotes minor iterations performed by the
parallel processor /. Each minor iteration j consists of a step in the direction
of a negative generalized gradient -gi,j of the function f k = j ( • , ai) at zij',
which is calculated with some error 8i,j,

The function 8j(z, a,i) denotes a perturbation of the generalized gradient
offj( •, a) at the point zeX + rB at the ith major iteration of the algorithm.
Assuming that the perturbations are bounded, there exists a constant M> 0
such that, for all i and j,
The symbol x' refers to an iterate in Rn of a major iteration i= 1, 2 , . . . .
The symbol zI,J refers to an iterate in R of a minor iteration j— 1,..., Kl,
within a major iteration i= 1 , 2 , . . . , computed by processor l= 1,. .. ,p.
We consider the process with stepsizes decreasing subject to the following rule:

We point out that the condition of stepsize going to zero is indispensable in
the general nonsmooth case (see Ref. 19) as well as in the case of incremental
methods (the latter is demonstrated in Ref. 27, Section 2).
We are now ready to state and prove the convergence properties of the
parallel GGPM in the presence of perturbations.
Algorithm 3.1. Parallel GGPM. Start with any x°eX. Having xi, compute xl+] as follows.
Step 1. Parallelization. For each processor l e { l , . . . ,p], compute

Step 2. Synchronization. Compute
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Note that, for K= 1, p= 1, Algorithm 3.1 becomes a standard (perturbed)
generalized gradient projection method, while K>2,p=1 gives a serial incremental gradient-type method. Thus, the framework considered here is fairly
general.
There are two sources of nonmonotonicity that come into play in Algorithm 3.1. First of all, each direction is associated with a generalized gradient
of a partial objective function fj(• ,at). Even if this direction is that of
descent for f j ( - , ai), there is no guarantee that it is also of descent for the
full objective function f ( • , a0) given by (2) (also note a possible difference
in the parameter value). The other source of nonmonotonicity is induced
by perturbations of the generalized gradients.
We first note that it is easy to ensure that all the minor iterates remain
within the set X+ rB, and hence are well defined. In particular, this holds
if we choose

where M satisfies (10). We omit the proof, which is quite straightforward
and is similar to Ref. 14, Lemma 2. From now on, we assume that the
stepsizes satisfy both (11) and (14).
The following lemma will be used for translating Algorithm 3.1 into
the framework of Section 2. We do not include the proof, which is fairly
easy.
Lemma 3.1. Let y = Px[x- ng], where xeX, geRn, and n>0. Then,
there exists heNx(y) such that

Using Lemma 3.1, we can rewrite the synchronization step (13) as
follows:

By (12), we have

Combining (15) and (16), we obtain
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where

Using these relations, we next introduce a map G( •, •): N x X -»Rn such
that every sequence {x!} generated by Algorithm 3.1 is a trajectory of the
iterative process

We will refer to this G( •, •) as the characteristic mapping of the algorithm:

By Lemma 3.1 and (10), the map G( •, •) is bounded, hence so is its upper
topological limit.
To analyze the influence of computational errors Si,J on the convergence
properties of the algorithm, we need to estimate the level of perturbations
in the limit. We define e(x), the exact asymptotic level of perturbations at
a point xeX, by the following relation:

It is easy to see that the function e: X -> R+ is upper semicontinuous.
We are now ready to apply the generalized Lyapunov direct method of
Section 2 to our algorithm. Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. For every sequence { x i } generated by Algorithm 3.1,
there exists X,(eY, an f(• )-connected component of Xs(e), such that

Furthermore, every subsequence {x im } of {x'}, satisfying

converges into Xs(e)r. In addition, if e( •) = 0 and the s e t f ( X s ) is nowhere
dense in R, then every sequence {xi} generated by Algorithm 3.1 converges
into a connected component of Xs.
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Proof. We choose V ( x ) : = f ( x ) as the pseudo-Lyapunov function of
the iterative process. Following the approach outlined in Section 2, we introduce the set

where

Our proof is by virtue of showing that

and then applying Theorem 2,1.
We first have to estimate G0( •), the upper topological limit of G( •, •).
Because ni->0, in (17) we have that zj,-x, j = 1 , . . . ,Kl+ 1, 1=1,... ,p
and y-+x as x'-+x, i-*co. Therefore, by the upper semicontinuity of
df( •, •) and Nx( •) [see (5)] and the definition (18) of e( •), we have from
(17) that

For every xeX, we define

Note that

see (3). Since ho(x) is the orthogonal projection of the origin onto the set
{df(x) + Nx(x)}, it follows that
Since

it follows that

Fix an arbitrary x$Xx(€). By (4), we have
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We further obtain

where the first inequality follows from (22), the second inequality follows
from (20), the fifth inequality follows from (21), and the last inequality
follows from (23). Hence, x $ A 0 , and it follows that A 0 c X s ( e ) . Now,
applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain immediately the desired results.
D
D
We next consider a modification of the parallel GGPM, where a heavy
ball term (Ref. 24) is added in the synchronization step,

In neural network literature, methods of this type are usually referred to
as backpropagation with momentum term (Refs. 8, 12). With respect to
coefficients multiplying the heavy ball term, we assume that

We also make the following mild assumption on the stepsizes, in addition
to (11), (14):

The next result shows that methods with a heavy ball term possess the same
convergence and stability properties as the gradient projection methods.
Theorem 3.2. Let { x i } be a sequence generated by the parallel GGPM
with a heavy ball synchronization step (24). Then, all the conclusions of
Theorem 3.1 hold.
Proof. We show that the upper topological limits of the characteristic
mappings for GGPM with and without a heavy ball term are essentially the
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same (note that the mappings themselves are certainly different). We first
define the following quantity:
By (25) and (26),

By the construction of the algorithm and (10),
Let us denote the characteristic map of GGPM with a heavy ball term by
G(-, •). Then, we have that
where G( •, •) is the characteristic map of Algorithm 3.1 defined by (17).
Therefore,
Now, taking into account that ui->0, we obtain

Hence, by (20),
The rest of the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.1, and thus is
omitted.
D
D

4. Important Special Cases
In this section, we consider the standard optimization problem (1) of
minimizing a Lipschitz continuous regular function over a convex compact
set, and establish stronger convergence properties of the generalized subgradient projection method in a number of important special cases. These include
problems with relatively small perturbations, convex and strongly convex
problems, and problems with weak sharp minima (Ref. 28).
We start with the following lemma, which deals with the case of perturbations small relative to the residual function r( •) defined in (3).
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Lemma 4.1. Let e(x)<max{e, Ar(x)}, VxeX, where e^O, Ae[0,1).
Then, X,(e)(=X,(e). In particular, if e = 0, then X,(e)=X,.
Proof. Suppose that xeXs (e). Then, by (4) and the assumption of the
lemma, we have

If hr(x)>e, then r(x)<>fa(x) and 1>A>0 imply that r(x)=0. Since
Xx(0) c=.Xs(e), we have that xeXs(e). If Lr(x) < e, then r(x) < e(x) < e, and
hence xeXs(e).
D
D
Let d( •, C) be the distance function to the set Cc Rn, that is,

Define

The following lemma relates the e-stationary sets to the e-optimal sets for
the case where f ( • ) is convex. This result was also used in Ref. 29.
Lemma 4.2. Let f ( • ) be convex on X. Then, Xs(e(x))<=
Xopt(e(x)d(x,Xopt)). In particular, X , ( € ) c X o p t ( e D ) . In addition, if f(.) is
differentiate and strongly convex on X with modulus 0>0, and if
-Y,(e)cintX, then X s ( e ) ^ X o p t ( e 2 / 2 0 ) .
Proof. Let xeXs(€(x)). By definition of Xs(€), there exist
h1eN x (x), and h2ee(x)n such that

gedf(x),

Let x* be the closest point to x in X opt . By convexity of f ( •), it follows that

where the second inequality follows from the definition of the normal cone.
This establishes the first two assertions of the lemma.
For the last assertion, just note that (see Ref. 24, p. 24), for any xeX,
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Recall that Xopi is a set of weak sharp minima (Ref. 28) with parameter
p>0 if

The following lemma shows that, for problems with weak sharp minima, estationary sets coincide with the set of minima, provided e is small relative
to the parameter p.
Lemma 4.3. Let f ( • ) be convex on X. Assume that X opt is a set of
weak sharp minima with parameter p>0. Then, if €(x)<,max{v, Ar(x)},
VxeX, where Ae[0,1) and ve[0, p), it follows that X s (e)=X o p t .
Proof. Obviously, X o p t cX s (e). Take any xeXs(e). By Lemmas 4.1
and 4.2, and our assumption, we have
Hence,

Now, v<p implies that d(x,X o p t ) = 0, that is xeXopt.

D

In conclusion, we summarize the convergence and stability properties
of the serial generalized gradient projection method with a heavy ball term.
Algorithm 4.1. GGPM with a Heavy Ball Term. Start with any x 0 eX.
Having xi, compute xi+1 as follows:

where the parameters ni, ai, Bi are the same as specified in Section 3.
Combining Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and Lemmas 4.1 to 4.3, we obtain
immediately the following convergence results for Algorithm 4.1.
Theorem 4.1. Every sequence {xi} generated by Algorithm 4.1
possesses the following properties:
(i)

there exists an f(• )-connected component Xs(ey of X,(e) such
that
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every subsequence {x i m } of {xi} satisfying (19) converges into
X,(e)Y;
(iii) if the perturbations are relatively small, that is, e(x)<,kr(x), for
all xeX and some Ae[0, 1), and if the setf(Xs) is nowhere dense
in R, then { x i } converges into X,;
(iv) if f( •) is convex, then {xi} converges into the set
(ii)

(v)

if f ( • ) is convex, Xopt is a set of weak sharp minima with parameter p > 0, and if

then {xi} converges into Xopt;
(vi) if f ( • ) is strongly convex with modulus 6 > 0, and if

Theorem 4.1 extends, strengthens, and unifies results on convergence
and stability properties of the generalized subgradient projection method
given in Refs. 19-21.
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